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Plot Synopsis

Harper wakes up in the future on a strange spaceship to the 
man she went on a bad blind date with the week before. She 
learns that they were in a relationship in her future (his past) 
and that he gave her a lost ring that is his passport to his own 
dimension. They have to work together to save his past and 
her future, and retrieve his Aurelia Ring. 







Marketing Plan



Defining Aurelia Ring as Transmedia

Multi-Story Multi-Media Multi-Channel

Story is across multiple 
character’s POV

Story exists in multiple 
locations

Story exists in multiple  
timelines

All stories are both stand-
alone and interconnected

Room to add additional 
stories

Comic

Game

Character Blog

Jewelry

Web-
● Website
● Blog
● Social Media

Print Comic

Physical Merchandise



Principles of Transmedia Storytelling
Spreadability-

Story exists for free online

On multiple social media networks

Drillability-

Harper’s blog allows you to get to know her better

The game allows you to learn more about her past with Smith through his memories

Opportunity to expand into where Smith and Xander are from

Continuity-

       



Principles of Transmedia Storytelling
Multiplicity- Harper and Smith both exist in two separate timelines created by Harper 
going back in time

Immersion-

Harper’s blog can be experienced as a real-life blog

Game gives character the character’s actions, words, appearance, and in future versions, 
voice

Extractability-

Merchandise, including rings which exist in the universe



Principles of Transmedia Storytelling
Worldbuilding- The world is our world, with the addition of the future, the alternate 
universe, and contains multiple timelines, all capable of carrying multiple characters and 
narratives

Seriality- The game is serial as it has multiple levels, and the blog contains multiple of 
Harper’s diaries

Subjectivity- Blog is from Harper’s PoV, game is from Smith’s PoV, comic is 3rd person 
omniscient PoV

Performance-

Social Media connections allow viewers to perform by connecting

Rings may be used in cosplay



Possible Future Additions
Story: 

Add characters from Xander and Smith’s world, or people from Harper’s life

Write stories from Xander’s point of view

Write stories from both of Smith’s timelines

Write stories that take place in the alternate universe

Game: 

Additional levels and memories from Smith’s point of view

Add voice-acting for further immersion 
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